Ulrich’s Periodical Directory - (finding Peer Reviewed Journals)

Ulrich’s is the major source of bibliographic and publisher information on magazines, newspapers, and academic journals. You can use this resource to gather background information about a journal, such as the nature of its content. This directory will allow you to determine if the articles published in a journal have been referred or peer review prior to publishing.

To Access the Directory

Go to the Library homepage www.sydney.edu.au/library
Select the tab; Databases and Electronic Resources
From the “Databases by Title” listing select; “U”
From the listing select Ulrich’s™ International Periodicals Directory

The Ulrich’s database homepage will be displayed

In the search box enter the Title, or ISSN, of the journal you are enquiring about.

Note: The ISSN (International Standard Serial Number) is the most direct way of finding your journal as it is a unique number specific to that journal only. A title search may also find other journals with similar titles and you will need to select the correct title from a displayed list.

From the displayed list select your title
Basic details about your journal title will be displayed. The field labelled “Content Type” will indicate if your title is of an Academic / Scholarly format.

To find out if the journal is also a referred or Peer Reviewed journal you will need to look at the “Additional Title Details”

If the articles in the journal have been referred / peer reviewed this will be listed as a key feature.